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The city's development itself is the process of running renewal and development. 
An attractive city should be a city which has the bright region characteristic, the 
identifiability and the deep cultural inside story. The historal district in city is an 
important carrier of history and culture in long-term development process which has 
the unreplaceably educatianal,artistic and historical value. So,is an important task of 
urban planning and architecture that studying the protection and renovation in the 
historical district in city. 
Simultaneously,the conservation and renewal of historal district in city has 
encount many problems in the process of accelerated urbanization development and 
social transformation.Therefore,studies are very important in theory and practice.This 
paper take Zhangpu historal district as an example ,guided by internatianoal and 
homeland theory reserch by the fact that large amounts of induction summing up, 
carrying out the exploration,comparision and so on,to explore the suitable ideas and 
methods. 
I. Exordium 
Mainly discuss the concept and reversionary value of historal district in city, 
background of researching the question, major range of research and finally expound 
the specific method of research and the main framework of the essay. 
II. Review the mode of the protection and renovation in the historical district in city. 
The study of the mode of the protection and renovation in the historical district in 
city.Introduce the practice and method of the protection and renovation in the 
historical district in city at home and abroad. 
III.The research and analysis of current situation 
The Introduce and analysis of history and current situation of historical district in 
city in Zhangpu. 














The exploration of history and current situation of historical district in city in 
Zhangpu. 
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